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"I love argument,

I love

debate.

STUDENT PUBLICATION
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SINCE 1883

I don't expect anyone just to sit there and agree with

me,

that's not their job.

Margaret Thatcher

MqqI Court h adirig to Regionals
Alexandra DeGrandchamp
Senior Staff Writer
The regional competition is quickly approaching for Wooster's Moot

Court team.
This year, 37 Wooster moot court
participants will argue and defend
the hypothetical case stipulated by
the American Collegiate Moot Court
Association State of Olympus vs.
William DeNolf Jr., which involves a
rape and kidnap suspect,
in
the rape of another
implicated
in his family's RV.
"It's not your garden variety of
rape," said captain Claire Burgess
'10. ,The case addresses the Fourth
Amendment search and seizure
clause as well as the Eighth
Amendment's protections against
cruel and unusual punishment. Moot.
Court participants are asked to evaluate whether the
arrest
and sentence of life imprisonment
without parole violate his Fourth and
Eighth amendment rights.
"You have to be ready to argue
both sides of the case, either the
petitioner or the respondent," indicated captain Tom Lpughead '10. In
the regional competition, each team
15-year--

old

15-year--

15-year-o-

participates

ld's

three preliminary

in

rounds
one as petitioner, one as
respondent and one where the position is determined by coin flip. The
top half scoring teams progress to
elimination rounds the following day,
and the field of competition is narrowed to the top eight, four and two
teams. Competitors also have a
chance to earn individual oration
awards based on individual scoring
performance. The top 10 orators are
awarded at the close of the regional

Wooster

For the first time, the Moot Court team will be split up at one of three destinations -Tampa, Fla., St. Paul, Minn., or Wooster, Ohio - for the regional tournament. Mark Burgin
'11 (above) and his partner Natalie Noyes '11 will head to Tampa (Photo by Maureen Sill).
have a lot of new members."
"Practice, practice, practice," advocates Legg.
The Wooster Moot Court team
has strong ties to the local bar association, and local attorneys attend
practices. Loughead says, "they help

Allana Mortell
News Editor
'

I

:M

$

judge and evaluate our arguments
before both regional and national
tournaments."
Burgess also advo"DVD
cates producing
recordings of
students" to review the visual aspect
of performance.
Historically, Wooster Moot Court

has performed as one of the top schools
in the nation.
James Owens and
Michael McMaster, both '07, took second in the nation at the 2007 competition, and orators Drew Glassroth "08
and Katharine McCarthy '09 took first
in the 2008 competition.

receives award for its work

alumni-magazin- e
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notes are just one of the ways in which
Jfboster successfully provides a bridge
between current students and alumni.
Wooster students are also involved
in the process of this publication, by

gone many changes to its title, the
overarching goals have remained the
same. Crosbie adds to the magazines

The efforts put forth by staff
strength saying "while we're telling
members of Wooster's very own
stories, we also address important
alumni magazine, titled Wooster, have
issues. For example in the summer
way of editorial assistants. Elizabeth
been graciously recognized by the Wardrop, '11, began working as an magazine, we focused on students, facCouncil for Advancement
and office assistant the spring of her freshulty and alumni who are working with
Support of Education. CASE, for man year. "Most of the student's
water, in the feature story 'Working for
short, awarded Wooster a second workers' job revolves around editing,
HjjO'" Jimmy Meyer, assistant editor of
place medal for Best Alumni
the magazine, has been with the publiwriting and compiling the information
Magazine in the category of publicathat alumni send us about their lives." cation since she moved to Wooster from
tions produced by fewer than three
Wardrop became involved with the Cleveland in 1995. She adds, "I've
fulltime employees.
magazine after
enjoyed watching
CASE was first founded in 1974
being encpur- - "I don't think readers will
the
magazine
and currently retains headquarters in aged by her
evolve
time
over
.
v
Washington, D.C. It is one of the f i r s t - y e a r ever lose their love ot
and under differworld's largest nonprofit educational Seminar profes- homing a beautiful maga-so-r, ent editors and
associations that works towards helpJimmy
designers. Each
ing itsmembers build stronger relahas their
Meyer, who is zine, leahngr through the
tions with their alumni and donors. also the assistant
own style, which
There are currently 3,400 colleges editor of the pages, and reading about
is reflected in the
and universities, primary and secondmagazine. people and issues they care magazine's
ary independent and international
also
appearance and
Wardrop
schools involved with CASE.
adds, "The edi- about."
content."
is
H'oosttr
Although the editorial staff of the
tors really do as
magazine is quite small, this doesn't
much as they
Karol Crosbie Pu"ished
ttrly and this
seem to stand in the way of producing
can to make sure
tal1
valuable and insightful publications.
issue
that it is appealSenior Editor
marks Volume
Karol Crosbie, the senior editor of the
ing and full of
WOOSTER MAGAZINE 124. You can
magazine says, "A magazine should
information for
view the maganever have only one editorial 'voice,'
:
the alumni and
zine's
online
issues
at
and the challenge of having only a few
not just a newsletter." Past issues have
staff members and a limited freelance
included stories on the renovations of
With the advent of technology
budget is to find different voices for the
Babcock, the new layout of- - the
robbing different types of print jourfeatures." However, one of the ways in
Wooster website as well as highlightnalism, Crosbie, however, remains
which the staff works to avoid this
ing alumni's specific Independent
problem Is by publishing class notes in
Study Projects, information that is all optimistic. "I don't think readers will
every issue. Over one hundred class
pertinent not only to current students ever lose their love of holding a
secretaries work together with each
but to alumni and their friends as well. beautiful magazine, leafing through
the pages, and reading about people
other and other alumni to collect
The first issue of H'ooster was puband issues they care about. I call it
news, such as births or
v important
lished in 1886, making it one of the
the 'magazine experience' and alumengagements that are then organized
oldest magazines in the country.
ni magazines do it well."
and published into the magazine. These
Although the publication has under
-
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competition.
National moot court competition
rules were changed this year, which
affected Wooster's team. National
rules changed the number of teams
that qualify out of the Wooster-base- d
Midwest regional. According
to captain Shane Legg '10, the new
rules "make us unable to qualify all of
our teams out of our regional."
In order to show the strongest
potential teams at the national competition, Wooster's moot court team,
under the direction of Professor of
Political Science Mark Weaver,
decided to split the team into multiple regional delegations. Four teams,
including Scott Smith '10 and Sarah
Palagyi '10, will represent Wooster
at the Tampa Bay regional Nov. 13
and 14. Four more teams will be
sent to the Upper Midwest regional
in St. Paul, Minn. Nov. 20 and 21.
The St. Paul delegation includes
Loughead, Alexa Roggenkamp '10,
and Kevin Whalen '10.
Finally, 10 teams will remain in
Wooster for the Midwest Regional,
also on Nov. 20 and 21. The regional, will also feature one hybrid team,
which will be comprised of both
Ramsey Kincannon '12 and a
Denison student.
Participants at the Wooster
regional include Burgess and Legg,
John McKeegan '10, and Megan
Tope '10. According to Legg, "we
.wanted to send strong teams to all
regionals, and we expect to perform
well at all of the regionals."
To prepare for the intensity of the
two-da- y
regional tournament, the
meets
weekly to rehearse
group
Moot Court team
"Our
arguments.
is very active," says Burgess. "We

Above, a selection of recent issues of Wooster's alumni
publication, Wooster (Photo by Sarah Harbottle).
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h Alex Parrott writes

about the
Free Thinkers Club, a new
organization to unite agnostics and atheists on campus.
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Maureen Sill provides an
editorial on what it's like
being a vegetarian on campus. See page 3 to read the
full story.

h'

Kevin Carpenter and Kipaya
.

Kapiga review the new dow-

ner town restaurant, Omahoma
Bob's BBQ. Read the full
review on page 4.

h

Lee

McKinstry,

Alex Lans,

h

The women's field hockey

Maddie Halstead and Odin

team beat Denison

Tangvald write reviews of a

Wednesday,,

selection of fall films. Check
them out on page 6.

the NCAC Championships.
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News

ALLANA MORTELL
EMILY RYAhf

Community casts votes on controversial topics
Gulf, Afghanistan and Iraq Conflicts
Compensation Bond Retirement Fund.

CAMPUS

Issue 2, also known as the Ohio
Livestock Care Standards Board
Amendment also passed, although by
a narrower margin. This controversial amendment will set up a
board "for the purpose of establishing standards governing the care
of livestock and pouland well-beitry in this state." The members of the
board will be appointed by the governor. Many Ohioans worry that the
powers being given to the board are
body, that
too much for a
it would be very easy for large
agribusinesses to take control of the
board and that the measure constitutes an inappropriate use of a consti-tution- al
amendment.
The most divisive of the three
issues, the Ohio Casino Initiative,
passed by a margin of just over four
percent. This measure will amend the
Ohio constitution to allow for the construction and operation of four Ohio
casinos, to be located in Cincinnati,

Dance show features
student choreography

13-mem- -ber

The College of Wooster's Annual
Fall Dance Concert will take place
Nov. 13 and 14 at Freedlander
Theatre. The concert begins Friday,
Nov. 13 at 8:15 p.m. and Saturday,
Nov. 14 at 10 p.m.
Admission is free and open to the
Reservations are recompublic.
mended.
Directed by Professor of Theatre
and Dance Kim Tritt, the concert is
entirely student choreographed.
Students also participated in costume
and lighting design, as well as composition and performance of the
music featured.
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non-elect-

NATIONAL
GOPgovenors

victori-

ous on election day
Tuesday's Election Day ended
with Republican gubernatorial victories in Virginia and New Jersey.
Bob McDonnell easily defeated
Democratic candidate Creigh Deeds
for the governorship in Virginia,
while Chris Christie narrowly toppled Democratic incumbent Jon
Corzine for the position.
Political pundits are questioning
President Barack Obama's political
clout, especially after losses in states
that proved essential to his 2008 victory. The Democratic losses could
effect the passage of Obama's
healthcare reform as members of
Congress look towards the 2010
elections.

Tuesday's contests were primarily on
the municipal level. Wooster elected
three city council members, one
trustee and one new Board of
Education member. Three state issues
were also on the ballot for all of Ohio.
State Issue 1, which passed with a
sizable measure of support, will

Across the nation this Tuesday, millions of Americans voted in state and
local elections.
Like most elections

held in

odd-number-

'

years, this

ed

Rallies in Tehran
spark protests
A rally marking the 30th anniversary of the storming of the U.S.
Embassy in Tehran turned violent

'

Campus Security Reports

Virtual Edition!
Web-exclusi-

Oct

Twitter!

Check out the Voice's
brand new Web site
www.thewoostervoice.com

by 2012.
For 3 million Euro, or $4.4 million,
guests receive a three-nigstay in the
intergalactic hotel. Guests are promised fifteen sunrises and an orbit of the
.

ht

earth every 80 minutes. To combat the
lack of gravity, guests will be outfitted
in Velcro suits to crawl around each

Show off your

'

investigative
skills!

The price of each stay includes an
training session on an unan-

8-A- veek

The photo of the coal mine in the
Features section of last week's issue
was not photographed in Wooster. It
was
photographed
on Kayford
Mountain in West Virginia.
While we strive for excellence every
week, we, too, sometimes fall short.
Please send your corrections to
wicewooster.edu.
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Share articles on Facebook and

Plans being made for
first hotel in space

DeGrandchamp

j:

.

.

Wednesday's riots were the worst
turmoil in Iran since the disputed June
12 elections.

Bites compiled by Alexandra

:

.

'

by ofFicial
sources. A witness indicated police
fended off protestors with batons.
Opposition leader Mehdi Karoubi, also
defeated in the presidential elections,

nounced tropical island. Galactic Suite
Ltd., which began operations in 2007,
will deliver guests to the hotel by
launching a pod into orbit, a day and a
half trip.

I

i

reports are unconfirmed

,i

.

:
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. ,

Reformist blogs claim police opened
fire on the demonstrators, but these

pod room.

For many students, their college experience is characterized by the stress of having to deal with huge financial burdens. In these tough economic times, this burden is cn!y
exacerbated. To address students' growing problems with
paying tuition, the Ohio Treasurer's 0,'iico has begun tho
Launch into Life program, which is a series cf financial
workshops offered on the campuses cf various schools
around the state.
"These seminars provide students with basic financial
strategics on how to create a rr.cr..!y Iv.iz'X rr.r.r.re.g
student loan debt, end avoiding credit card c bus oi The program also reaches out to parents cf eel' 2 ctud : a' ; end
gives them strategies far he ', :r j them c : e ti : ir c.l .:: .. n
on how to make sound financi J cl:e: 'ens," c:;J the
Office's Media Relations ? "::r
'Treasurer Kevin L. Ceyee (:';.'.
U
1
in October partly in re : ; c
3
2
;;ent:,.:.ti,:.3
:
t card con- c;;
boon introduced to Cc;v ;s b r;
:t
"
"
sumcrs. It is part cf a L.rg :.r ur. ,' :;. : :" ;i v.l.e:e
is to educate 01, leans cn a v;..i j ti
.. .. I;.. aeet:
ics (Photo courtesy AP).
.

avi

A Barcelona-base- d
architectural firm
states plans for the first hotel in space,
The Galactic Suite Space Resort, are on
target for opening and accepting guests

that most of the jobs generated will
go to people from outside the state,
and that loopholes will allow large
amounts of casino revenue to go
untaxed.

!

Wednesday as opposition leader
Mirhossein Mousavi's supporters
clashed with police in the country's
capital.
. Iran's Revolutionary Guards and
the Basij militia warned Mousavi
supporters against turning the
annual anti-U- S.
rally into a
demonstration.

joined supporters during the protests.
His Web site reports one bodyguard
injured by police.

action in Iraq, Afghanistan and the
Persian Gulf. Some of this will be
issued as bonds sent directly to the
recipients, while some will be set aside
for the administration of the Persian

Ohio Treasury aims to provide help to student n

INTERNATIONAL

pro-Mous-

appropriate up to $200 million to be
given as compensation to Ohio veterans and the families of those killed in

Cleveland, Colombus and Toledo. The
primary argument for the amendment
has been that it will bring in revenue
for the state in the form of a tax on the.
casino operators and that it will create
jobs and help stimulate the economy.
The amendment's detractors believe

Above, members of the community cast their ballots in regards to issues that were also
voted on in local and regional elections (Photo by Maureen Sill).
Nathan Comstock
Voice Staff
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Information
Dent and marks on
custodial truck
South door hinges ben
Extinguisher shot off
in stairwell
Leg of high back
chair broken
Someone shot off
extinguisher
Fire Alarm
Smoke detector hit by
unknown object .
Curling iron & hairspray
caused alarm
Someone pulled the pull
station 1st floor
Cooking fire put out
by RA w extinguisher
Vandalism
Someone broke glass on
door of room 111

Location

DateTime

LotsSecurity

1029,

1:15 a.m.

Gault Manor
Bissman Hall

1031,
1031,

2:27 p.m.

1031,

2:36 p.m.

'

'

Babcock Hall

1

1:58 a.m.

"

ll, 2:41 p.m.

Holden Hall

1

Andrews Hall

1026,

9:47 p.m.

Armington Hall

1028,

3:47 a.m.

Bissman Hall

1029,

1:45 a.m.

Scot Cottage

1030,

9:59 p.m.

Stevenson Hall

1031,

2:05 p.m.

Cited for open container

WayneBeall

Aves

1031,

10:39 p.m.

byWPD
Drank too much,

Wayne Beall Aves

1031,

10:

Underground

lll, 12:25 a.m.
lll, 12:25 a.m.
lll, 12:59 a.m.

'

Alcohol

.

39 p.m.

taken to ER

J

lw

J

W
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Allana Mortcll and tidily Ity.ni at
voice
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trr.edu

Assualt

.

Suspect reportedly
slapped staff member
Victim was slapped
by a student
Victim was punched
twice in face
Suspect admitted to
hitting the victim twice
Vehicle Crash
Suspect admitted to hit
car as she backed out
Victim's car
was hit by the suspect

Underground

UniversitySpink
.

ll

UniversitySpink

1

Lot 29Stadium

1026,

8:04 p.m.

Lot 29Stadium

1026,

8:04 p.m.

1,

12:59 a.m.
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Evolution is a factnot a question

il

To the Editors:

-

Last week, the Voice featured the headline: "FMF claims local clinics misleading: asserts that pregnancy centers withhold facts from patients." I found
many of its arguments inaccurate.
The writer herself admits that the claim that "four pregnancy resource
centers within five miles of The College of Wooster campus are, in fact,
'fake' crisis pregnancy centers" is inaccurate. There is only one CPC within
five miles of campus.
Furthermore, as with other CPCs, it openly states that it is not a medical
facility and is a pro-liministry. However, even though it does not perform
abortions, it does not force women into keeping their children, nor does it lie
about the dangers of abortion.
An administrator (and member of Feminists for Life) at a CPC near Akron
states that her organization "in no way attempts to deceive or misinform
young women in order that they follow any moral code." She continues:
"I am the first on board to want to stop any agency from deliberately giving out false information so as to deceive women. We do not pose as a health
clinic; in fact, we explain quite openly that we are not a medical facility. We
offer free pregnancy tests, which any woman can take for herself, and our
clients are welcome to view their tests."
I have witnessed the benefits of pregnancy centers through friends who
.
have utilized its services. If a woman wants to keep her child, a CPC can be
an amazing resource; in addition to material and emotional assistance, staff
at a CPC also help the woman talk to the baby's father and her parents. If a
;vonian js unsure of whether she. wants to keep her child, a CPC can be a positive option for her, too, providing .support as slie; chooses what to do. In the
end, of course, the woman decides where she will go. ',
I hope that those in the
"pro-lifand
camps can set
targeted rhetoric aside and truthfully serve women.

-

fe

so-cal-

e"

led

"pro-choic- e"

J Komos I Iwooster.edu '

Freethinkers club unites
itude that I could look around the
room and know I was not alone in
my views on a topic of great importance to me.
The fact that this taboo does exist,
then, indicates how valuable the
Freethinkers Club is not only to its
members but to the greater student
community.
There's no reason that, at a liberal
instance of not arts college, nonreligious students
fllexparrott
how should feel like there's a tacit blanket
- realizing
much I felt the Wooster campus was over their views. No sort of gag
exists officially, of course, or is even,
missing just such an organization
until after it came into being. It to my knowledge, advocated by any
transformed my understanding of individuals at Wooster. However, up
to this point, the discourse on relihow valuable a diversity of student
gion on this campus has been severegroups can be to their individual
members and to the campus as a ly limited.
Religious student groups have
whole.
always been a visible part of campus
I've considered myself' an atlieist
life, and there's a
for as long as I've
definite spotlight
given the issue of
110 TeaSOll
"religious
on
God any serious
but
diversity,"
at a liberal
thought. I'm not
where does this
Uege, nonreligious leave atlieist and
I
certainly don't
should feel agnostic students?
essential
It's
hesitate to lay my ...
.
,
s a tacit
that what I imagviews on the table like
ine is a fairly sizwhen the subject
blanket over
able portion of
comes up.
.
the student body
However, before. VieWS.
have some kind of
the meeting, I could
organization
representing their
identify very few other nonbelievers
views and interests, especially given
on campus with any certainty. I suspected there were others, or even that atheists are statistically the
populaquite a few, but I had no way of most discriminated-again- st
tion in America.
knowing.
If that's ever going to change, we
Therefore, the fact that the first
the ' Wooster need for the nonreligious to be able
of
meeting
to "come, out," to identify themselves
Freethinkers Club was extremely
as normal people and not to feel like
and just about filled
they can't express their views for
Babcock basement lounge, really
fear of offending someone. I'm realsurprised me. I already knew a good
ly looking forward to seeing what
number of the people there, too,
the Freethinkers Club is capable of
without realizing that we all had this
fairly significant trait in common. It doing for Wooster.
made me aware just how taboo the
Alex Parrott is a contributor for the Voice.
topic is, and the feeling of breaching
He can be reached for comment at
the silence was exhilarating. I was
CParrotll 'Jwoostfr.edu.
floored, for a moment, by basic grat

attended the inauof the Wooster
Freethinkers Club (freethinkers
being atheists, agnostics and so on)
and left feeling
what can only be
described as elated and deeply
relieved.
was
an
It
I

.
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students
there

their

.

well-attend-
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Jacqueline Komos

Last Monday,
gural meeting

James Watson, one of two men to
win the Nobel Prize for genetic
'research, said in 1965, "Today, the
theory of evolution is an accepted
fact for everyone
but a fundamentalist minority,
whose objections
are based not on
reasoning but on
johnmcgovern
doctrinaire adher
ence to religious principles." The
fight against evolution is currently
undertaken not by scientists but by
religious advocates who claim their
ideas of creationism and its offspring
intelligent design provide a more concrete answer to defining nature.
The most heated discussion among
modern scientific achievements, the
theory of evolution underwent infinite tests and forced the collection of
tons of data. Remarkably, a majority
of America still does not accept the
evidence for the origin of our species,
and this is a problem.
This article is: not attempting to
prove the theory of evolution, which
is similar to arguing the theory of
gravity. Nor is this article trying to
convince people their religion is
wrong, as accepting evolution does
not mean a disbelief in God. This
article solely argues for advancing the
position that not believing in a verified, scientific theory hurts society,
insults science and gives a misrepresented view of the world. .
The main difference between evolution and creationism lies within the
method of obtaining the outcomes.
Evolution stems from science, which
takes data and forms a conclusion
based on it. The solution to halting
the SARS virus came from looking at
the evolution of similar viruses and
creating antibodies to counter the
deadly disease. Creationism takes a
conclusion that, in its simplest form, a
higher power created all the species of
the world
it then uses data to prove
the preexisting conclusion. This latter method is not scientific and therefore unacceptable to argue against a
scientific claim. By presenting reli- -'
gious claims as scientific, schools
which teach creationism are not only
violating the separation of church
and state, but misleading children as
to what constitutes science.
Last year, the National Academy of

.

ed,

4

--

Sciences

released a book titled
Evolution and Creationism
to promote understanding the theory
in the U.S. The Academy consists of
some 200 Nobel Prize winning scientists, and provides information directly to the' federal government. Yet the
efforts of these men and women are
seemingly thrown to the side, disregarded and slighted.
Last February, on the anniversary
of Charles Darwin's birthday, only 39
percent of Americans acknowledged
the theory of evolution. This compares to a little higher than 80 pre-cefor the countries of France and
Sweden, with Japan and the U.K. just
south of that number.
Opponents of evolution, including
young and old earth creationists as
well as intelligent design advocates,
make claims attempting to discredit
years of research, stemming from
either misinformation or deliberate
manipulation of the facts. Claims
such as, "There are too many gaps in
the fossil record to actually believe in

Science,

harm the freedoms of others in our
society. People such as Tom Willis, a
main proponent of removing evolution and other scientific lessons from
Kansas schools, believe evolutionists
shouldn't even vote.
The Creation Museum, located a
mere three hours from here, shows
animatronic
dinosaurs
living
amongst people and argues the great
flood caused the movement of the
continents instead of plate tectonics.
An evangelical group named Living
Waters will be passing out Darwin's
The Origin of Species this fall to over
a hundred universities with special
introductions that portray Darwin as
a racist and compare the theory of
evolution to the Holocaust.
The Supreme Court case Epperson
v Arkansas (1968) ruled banning evolution in public schools is illegal
under the Establishment Clause.
Contrastingly, in the 1960s the federally supported Biological Sciences
Curriculum Study (BSCS) released
books which several churches fought
- . .
(and still fight)
:
to be removed
Last pebruary,J on the
schools
from
because
the
Charles
books
evoteach
i
i
,i
vvl11
ul1 tnuay,
lution. Federal
actions are being
Americans
39 percent
v

nt

evolution"

.

fail
short
when scien- tists discover
fossils every
year which
further the
evidence and
.
challenged
because of a
explain more acknlowedged the
denial of evoluand more.
evolution.
tion, and conseMany peo
quently children
ple try to
turn evolution as an attack against are being denied the best textbooks
religion for this reason. This is not the government can give. This limitthe case. Although almost all atheists ing of education due to creationism is
immoral.
accept evolution, many religious peoWhat is happening here is a dilemple accept it as well. Francis Collins,
the director of the National Human ma of free speech. Yes, America is a
Genome Project, says, "There is no country where you can say and
conflict in being a rigorous scientist believe what you want.
Yet if you distort the data, refuse
and a person who believes in a God
to acknowledge the findings of jour
who takes a personal interest in each
and
one of us. Science's domain is to country's most intelligent,
chilis
uneducated
lie
a
the
in
the
to
God's
domain
preach
nature.
explore
dren of America, then a line' has been
spiritual world."
There are several other scientists crossed. The United States has
who believe in a god (even some on banned creationism from public
the National Academy) and still schools, and for good reason.
Denying evolution promotes intoleracknowledge the importance of evoance and hinders the expansion of
lution. The Catholic Church's official
of
the human mind.
the
plausibility
even
accepts
stance
evolution with God still in the picture
John McGovern is a regidar contributor
(called theistic evolution).
evolution
who
deny
of
those
Many
for the Voice. He can be reachedfor comment at JMcGovernl2wooster.edu.
which
acts
unacceptable
perform
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The dilemma of today's omnivore
g
Wooster
It's normal for
students to feel guilty about themselves and their decision to consume
animals. This is a
liberal arts institution, a cornerstone of costly
meat-eatin-

guilt-buildin-

g,

which is probably
conrelatively
structive in the
breaking down of privilege and

maureonsill

self-importan-

ce.

Still, some meat eaters ar.e less
apologetic than others, which I think
is totally reasonable. People should
never have to apologize for having
opinions. However, I have encountered
many individuals who say that they
wish they could be vegetarians.
It's practically impossible to go
through a liberal arts education without being confronted about the politics
of eating meat, its negative effect on
the environment and the sheer cost of
consuming a diet highly composed of

.animals. Also, dozens of classes discuss the politics of meat, from courses
taught in the economics department,
to biology, to philosophy, and others.
Some people respond defensively
when these questions of morality and
higher cost arise, refusing to give up
their right to eat animals, as if vegetarians or professors were begging
them to stop. Though the benefits of
reach others who
vegetarianism
aren't vegetarians, and the choice of
eating meat actually harms others, it
is still a choice.
If people are concerned with the
on the
negative effects of meat-eatiplanet or on humanity, then measures
ought to be taken to establish laws
that mitigate how meat can be produced and transported in more efficient ways. Not all people are going to
stop eating meat, and they probably
shouldn't have to.
One thing that has bothered me in
the past about some vegetarians is that
many use the term "educate" in refer
ng

ence to dispersing information about
meat eating to their carnivorous friends.

,

That term, to me, seems patronizing,
and can come off as though a vegetarian believes that their way is the only
way. Live and let live.
When I feel most defeated by the
system, I tell myself that the only
thing you can do is to not participate
in things you believe to be unjust.
Though I find it easier to connect
politically with other vegetarians and
vegans, the same is probably true
between meat eaters and other meat
eaters. If you think eating meat is
wrong, don't do it, and if you think it's
fine, continue onward. Being a vegetarand neither is
ian isn't that difficult
if you believe in what
eating meat
you're doing. There's no real difference.
Now, I will say something silly, like ...
I rest my plate.
Maureen Sill is a photo editor for the
Voice. She can be reached for comment at

MSilllQwooster.edu.
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Omahoma Bob's BBQ hails mixed reviews
both agree on one aspect of our visit,
however, the wings. Although there
were two options of wings (hot and
mild), I found that the heat level was
strangely similar. The only thing
that changed for me was the degree
of flavor. The hot wings were not
that much hotter, they just had a
much more robust taste.

Kevin Carpenter

Business Manager

.

Kipaya Kapiga
Web Editor
Thi-week'-

s

"About the

nt
Town-restaura-

featured
excursion
Omahoma Bob's BBQ, an eatery
located in downtown Wooster.

KK: I would absolutely agree with
KK: At first I was really impressed.
For such a small restaurant, it was

you on that point. Oftentimes you'll
find that places slap on sauce and call
them BBQ wings. I was quite
relieved and thrilled to find a place
where the zing was in the meat as
well as outside. As a fan of spicy
food, I was disappointed that the hot

very well split between the dining
and kitchen areas. Its size could not
hold many patrons, but they definitely went to lengths to take advantage
of the space they had.
KC: I agree. Although the men's
bathroom was in the basement, there
is still enough seating for the volume
of customers they seem to be expecting. Personally, I feel as if this would
be more of a quick stop, lunch grab
than a suitable environment for a sit

down Friday night meal.
KK: I'm going to have to disagree
with you. If you think about the fact
that there are outdoor tables as well,

and the way they deal with the space
constraints inside, I think it would be
a fine place to grab something or
even to stick around.

wings weren't particularly sizzling,
even though I did enjoy the tingling
sensation they left in my mouth
afterwards.

The newly opened Omahoma Bob's Barbaque is located at
215 W. Liberty St. in downtown Wooster (Sarah Harbottle).

KC: We also had some cookies for
dessert. It would suffice to say that
they were average for their price.

sauces they provide. And in this
respect, Omahoma Bob's BBQ did
not disappoint. The BBQ sauce located at the tables provided a much
needed dose of flavor and zest to
what otherwise might have been a
disappointingly bland BBQ experience. The French fries were what I
would have expected, perhaps too
heavy on the salt, but otherwise sat-

midterm, I decided to try to find the
meal with the most value per dollar.
The friendly cashier suggested a half
rack of ribs and a brisket, a meal that
came with two sides. I got steer chips
and French fries, bringing my total
to just over $15. The cashier also
informed me that there was a special
on dinner meals
wings cost 50
cents after purchasing the meal.

Let's rank it!

Atmosphere
KC:510
KK:910

be-ribbo-

Service

isfying.
KC: Well, maybe not in the winter.
Regardless, people come to restau-

KC: We sat ourselves at a round
table, and our food was brought out
to us without much delay. My pulled
pork was simply divine. It had a

Work

KC:910

KC: Kipaya and I also had the recommended steer fries. I was hoping
for a more traditional chip, but this
was not the case. The fries came out
warm, which was nice, but they were
too ambiguously crunchy and yet
chewy at the same time. How bizarre.
On the other hand, I ended up eating
all of them. Since I can't come up
with a solid conclusion, how did you
feel about the chips?

Food

KC:910

710

KK:

Dessert
KC:510
KK:710

down Mackey Hall. Recently Pi
Kappa members helped children create
a Halloween craft and passed out.
candy at the College sponsored Hall
O'Treats. We will also be handling
one of the College's Red Cross blood
drives with Phi Sigma Alpha in
.

Price

710

KG
KK-.41-

0

.

KK: Again, it would appear that
our experiences have diverged. The

January.

Managing Editor
Crowd favorite: Mom's worker Gail
Wiebe loves her job. The best part, she
says, is the student population. Born in

servWhen it comes to
ice, there are many opportunities in
the Wooster area. Peanuts often visit
nursing homes and help the residents
pass time by playing games such as
Euchre and Bingo, or even just sit
around and chat. Other times, like
many other groups, we will visit the
Humane Society and either socialize
with cats or walk and play with dogs.
In the past few years, several Peanuts
have helped out at Lincoln Way
Elementary school, either tutoring
students in need or helping the
Lincoln Way Reads program. We also
plan on participating in the Snug in
Their Beds program in conjunction
with the United Way, which provides
beds for local families. Any group that
participates in this provides sheets,
pillows and stuffed animals to make
beds more comfortable for children
who can't afford them.
In addition to these on and off campus service opportunities, Pi Kappa
also participates in Relay for Life and
the Multiple Sclerosis walk, raising
funds beforehand for both of these
events, and having members participate during the events themselves. To
raise funds for these events we have
had things such as bake sales and
Guitar Hero contests, along with asking for sponsors for our participants.
Community service is something
that almost all Greek members feel
quite strongly about, whether it is due
to being raised in a household that
cares a great deal about service, or if
it is their individual desire to help
other people in need. No matter what
the motivation, service is something
that helps to hold the Greek community together. It is a standard that we
will continue to uphold for many years
to come.
off-camp-

steer chips had a good variety about
them. But coupled with the dryness
of the meat and the natural dryness
of the French fries, the meal turned
out to be quite thirst inducing.

Questions, comments and suggestions
are always welcome and can be emailed
to voicestaJJgmail.com or mailed to
the Voices campus mail box
To
see the full conversation of the review
and learn a little more about the authors,

KC: Good thing our meals came
with a drink, then. I think we can

visit

C-31-

87.

at Mom's is more than just a job for Wiebe

Charles Horenstein

ned

and funds. Additionally, we have followed the example of other Greek
Groups, including Delta Theta Psi and
Phi Sigma Alpha, and taken charge of
one of the weekly Soup and Bread
programs, helping to refill soups, clean
tables, wash dishes and set up and take

910

KK:

rants for more than scenery: there's
also the food. And Omahoma Bob's
' sassy BBQ flavor that left my mouth
menu had plenty of options.
happy, but not on fire. The chili was
also very flavorful, but was not spicy
KK: I found the menu deceptively
large. A lot of the things on the in the least. This is good for me,
because I am not a fan of spicy food.
menu were combinations of other
options. This was nice because it However, more hardcore chili lovers
allowed you to shop around for the may be a bit disappointed.
oest value.
KK: I'm glad you enjoyed your
much as you did.
as
KC: It was a bit confusing, but food
their staff was more than helpful in Unfortunately, I cannot say I had the
deciphering the large blackboard of same experience. In terms of 'bang
for the buck,' the half rack of ribs
a menu. The workers suggested that
was not as filling as I had hoped. The
I try the pulled pork sandwich with a
meat of the ribs and the brisket were
side of steer fries. I ordered an additional side: a bowl of chili. The somewhat dry, and I felt it lacking in
spices and herbs. For me, however,
whole thing cost me about $11.
one of the best measures of a BBQ
KK: In preparation for my macro place is the variety and quality of the

When most people on campus think
of the Greek groups, what comes to
mind is wild parties and excessive
drinking. But
in
actuality,
there is much
more to it than
that. In addition to promoting close rela- meghandurand tionships with
.
members
of
our groups, we also have a strong '
desire to participate in community
service events. According to GIRB
(Greek Internal Review Board) standards, each group must have eight
hours of community service per
semester, and many groups have even
higher standards within their own
group.
For example, my sorority, the Pi
Kappa Peanuts has several on and off
campus service' opportunities per
semester. Earlier this year we helped
other groups set up and tear down a
pep rally to help support the Wooster
Scots football team's first night game.
Also during homecoming weekend we
accepted donations for the multiple
sclerosis society while passing out
mums, a Pi Kappa tradition. The
and dismums were cut,
tributed with only Pi Kappa members

Wiebe said she loves working
Mom's. Lately, though, student thefts
have really made her job more difficult,
she said.

"It's a bigger deal than the students
understand. We lost a lot of money
almost $50,000
Massilon, Ohio in April 19, 1983, from kids stealing
alone
from
a
month
of thefts," said
just
in
Ohio
since
Dalton,
Wiebe lived
Wiebe.
"We
tired
of
trying to bust
get
She
School
19S5.
went to Dalton High
do that."
people.
It's
to
our
not
job
and then Pennsylvania Institute of
"We're
the store
of
thinking
moving
Culinary Arts, graduating in 2002
which
will
upstairs,
ease the
probably
with an Associates Degree.
we'll
but
understaffed,"
be
theft,
then
I
loved
"It was close to home, and
continued Wielw. "A lot of workers
cooking, so I figured 'why not?'" said
I
would
do
"I
it really want to walk out just because of
Wiebe.
had a blast
the thefts, it's so rough. But I don't
I
could."
all over again if
I
know if I could go if I wanted
worked
she
in The
After graduating,
I
need
the
now
that
job,
especially
in
Old Jaol until she came to Mom's
a
son."
have
she
met her
November of 2004, where
Beyond that, though, she loves
future fiance Dan Cowhick.
in Mom's. She says the stuworking
"We met here. We were friends
dents
her favorite part of the job.
are
for
three years to
first, and he tried
"I
love
to joke with the students. I
I
hard
to get
date me.
played the
love
them laugh and smile
seeing
"We'd
said
Wiebe.
of
course,"
card,
moods
their
good
put me in a good
breaks
the
during
carts
sit on
golf
and talk about life, and when he was mood," said Wiebe. "Why be so serious
Above, Mom's worker Gail Wiebe describes her life, her job
in the hallway cleaning I'd come give all the time? Life's too short to be in a
and interacting with students (photo by Maureen Sill).
him a hug. Then it just got more and bad mood."
more developed.
he's a hard"He's a great guy
working man, and he tells me he loves
me every day. We're definitely getting
married." continued Wiebe. "He's
made me feel so much better about
Ccrr.pilcd by A!:r.r.nJra DcGrcndchcrr.p
myself. He wouldn't care if I was 500
pounds, it's freaking awesome."
0vcr-21er- s
1. Celebrating this weekend?
and cell phones can bo charged on the go with
Cowhick and Wiebe are currently
incorporate
can
"going
into their social
green"
lillle environmental impact. Reware's charge
engaged and have a son, Austin
by
lives
trying
organic beers.
Legs era cvalle.hle in backpack, daypack end
Organically
Cowhick, who was born on Aug. 28.
brewed beers grocccd sales of $19 million In re
r styles, and the bags cro created
This completes the trend of every
recent years, and sales continue to increaeo.
d re J j belli,:;. Voltaic oilers simf.e:vt r.
female Mom's employee actually being
Organic t e :rs are becoming mora popular, and ilar bags that r.ro ecceaeponlcd by battery
a mom, and makes her the youngest
mom of the Mom's.
thus cacier to find. Popular brewers have packs
perfect far fid Jo Ohio weather.
"I was in 18 hours of labor for that
rcleaced organic lines, like Green Valley
kid. But I didn't start to cry until I saw
Crcwing Co. by Ar.heuccr-Cucc- h
and Henry 3. r ;:::u:. 2 C
ei. Cerc'enm cups and
his face for the first time. Tears of joy,
e.nlc
An.leer L.'.
by f Hilar. If a ell lee ;o r re c' ' o 'y peer choices for tho
WJnhard's Org
of course," said Wiebe. "When I held
rr.lcrcl : v 1 , ' ' s ye-:reeey, V.'. le.ver's, Ccoce
cnveo:ov ;,t t e a e f re, 'action requires
him there was an instant connection to
'
c ad c sli- L
r i,
tl e r,.
Co.
l.al aea ;
"s are
F
ll
I:
.'.j
him. And just like that, I was a mom."
'
1,
j
a
s an i leal j to
In
(...)
cdJIticn,
In addition to a son, Wiebe also has
;.) i, I: ..j tonic laproducts into the
five tattoos, one of which is the Kanji
ae.l, ,:;:;
1! 's i
.
symlwl for "smile." "I got it the week
03 that heeling year
v r
before September 11, so it felt really
c.r i
log a hot chcccLti can
fitting. It means a lot to me now," said
to u;.:..Lr.!;cna.l ingeellon of toxic chemi'
Wiebe. Another is a cross engraved
( ectron- Choceo paper or sale plaelics instead.
cals.
7
with the letters "A.E.T," the initials of
a close friend of hers that was killed by
a drunk driver.
,

Going GimiWooster

us

Meghan Durand is the vice president of
Kappa sorority also known as the
Peanuts. She can be reached for comment

Pi

or questions at MDurandlOwooster.edu
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Dan Miraldi '09 gives thoughts on his album, career
Charles Horenstein
Managing Editor
For those who haven't heard the
album yet, how would you
describe it?
,

I think I would describe it as
accessible but thoughtful. I wanted it
to have mass appeal, but at the same
time didn't want it to be mindless. I
picked songs of mine from various
genres of inspiration that are catchy
and easy to listen to in one go... For
example, "Sex Symbol" has the tone
"Laura
British
Invasion,
of
McHugh," is more punk era, and Van
Morrison's inspiration can be heard
in "Thirsty."

How long were you working
with "Thirsty"? How does it feel
to be done?
In January, I recorded with a producer named Jim McCelle ... I sent
him a CD of three songs off my
band the Cherry Flavored Elevator
album, and he wanted to hear what
else I had written. I sent him about a
hundred demos that I've worked on
since freshman year ... then we started to record 13 of the 20 he liked. As
far as the actual recording, I started
working in May. We finished tracking in July, they were sent off to
Atlanta where they were mixed, and
we started designing the album. In
August, the album was pressed in
N.J., and we sent it into CDBaby, and
it appeared on iTunes about two

the song ha a lot of sentimental
value because it was the one that took
the mot time to record. I must have
done at least 20 vocal takes, and it
was a big question whether it was
going to be on the album. Then, on
the final night of recording, we
decided to try it one more time and I
had the perfect take.

All

What about CFE and Exit
Suburbia? What's going on with
them while you do your solo
career?

of the songs have different

meanings, and they showcase a
moment from my time in Wooster.
"Thirsty" just happens to be a
moment that I'm still enjoying.
When I look at the album, I can see
which building on campus I wrote
each song in, and that's pretty powerful. Not that all of them were writ
ten in school, but probably 70 percent of the album was written in a
dorm room or about a specific person
on campus.

Dan Miraldi '09, performs in front of his fans (Photo courtesy
of Dan Miraldi).
On the album, there's a song
called "Laura McHugh." Do you
ever feel compelled to change the
names of the people you write

about?

Most artists like to put their
album tracks in a specific order. Is
there a specific reason you ordered
the tracks the way you did?

the point where I'm preparing a band
to do live shows as a supporting act.
We're starting off in Ohio and trying to do showcases where we open
for national acts and perform in 45
minutes the album, inviting booking
agents.

giant mix tape. I listened to debut
albums of some of my favorite
artists like The Beatles and Ben
Kweller and tried to emulate that.
For example, the tone change from
"Troubles Fade Away" to "A Keeper"
was meant to be homage to the
"Yesterday" and "Dizzy Miss Lizzy"
transition from The Beatles' "Help!"
a

"" That's a bit like asking me'to pick
my favorite kid. I think "Thirsty." I
love the song because it's a true
story, and I love the general feel and

but most of all,

cian playing in a subway. I feel like
there's a lot more pressure, but there's
a lot of freedom. I have the time to
submerge myself.
Fall of my sophomore year, I realized I really wanted to make it as a

In that case, there is a real Laura

I wanted to keep things interesting
for the listener. Too many fast songs
in a row wear the listener out, but too
many slow songs gets boring. It's like

If you had to pick one song off
the album to represent your best
work, which would it be and why?

instrumentation

it

So does that make "Thirsty" the
song of the most sentimental
value to you on the album?

weeks ago.
It's nice to have it done. Now I'm at

'

but it won't make a huge difference if
you don't get the right people at the
shows. That's what I'm looking for
now. We want the press to go to our
concerts and build media buzz; we
don't want to play in bars our
whole lives.

McHugh ('09), and she's proud of
the song existing, so in cases like
that I'll gladly include the person's
name. But I'm not going to use the
same name over and over in multiple
songs, so sometimes that's a good
reason to change the name used in a
song. Sometimes when you write a
song, tlje flow of the name just fits.
Other times, the person didn't have a
particularly lyrical name, so I might
consider changing it.

professional musician, and that I
would kick my self if I didn't try. I had
to try full force without other careers.
Whenever I'm unsure about not having a specific career planned, I pause
and ask "is this what I want to be
doing?" And the answer is always yes,
so I keep going.

What kind of shows are you
doing in the near future?

Two weeks ago I played in
Cincinati with what will be my live
band to test ourselves, and we play
What's different about being a college musician and being in the real well, but I want to sharpen up our
skills a bit more. I'll start booking
world? Do you miss the College?
in
showcases
Cleveland
and
Columbus and other areas with my
When I was in college, there was
road manager, and we're making
always school as a priority. I had to do
well in school; I would leave class, go
connections with club owners. We
drive two hours to a gig, then drive
can probably start doing showcases
in at least a month or so. I've also
back for class the next day. But school
been doing acoustic shows in
helped my writing a lot as well.
Advanced Fictional Writing, for Hillsborough, Ohio in front of a couexample, really taught me the power of ple hundred people as a supporting
act to a few bands.
imagery. School also created a safety
Recently, I've been looking into'
net, because wWn I went to play there
would be a place to stay and there was
getting radio shows and geting some
access to independent radio stations
always a meal plan. '
sessions. You can go
and have on-a- ir
Now I need to find a way to keep
playing and not be a homeless musi- - out there and play a hundred shows,

album.

There were many disagreements
with the way the tracks should be
ordered, but ultimately I made the
final decision. Sometimes, I tried to
go for a certain feel with the switching gears, and other times the songs
just seemed to fit into place themselves. I couldn't see any song going
before "Sex Symbol," and I couldn't
see any song going after "A Keeper."
The producer actually wanted
"Troubles Fade Away" to end the
album.

Right now, do you have any plans
for the next album? Is there anything
you want out of the next one, looking at the way this one turned out?
My road manager and I were
going through my iTunes where I
have all of my demos, and there are
a few songs he really wished could
have been recording. I made so many
demos I haven't had time to work
with, and I'm writing lots of new
material. With both those factors in
mind, I don't know exactly how the
next album will sound.
Really, I'm very pleased with the
way the album came out, so it's
tough to say where I want to go with
the next one.
Any final thoughts for the fans, as
well as the musicians on campus
right now?

'

(laughs) Oh, I have fans? Well I
always thought Ginny Kincaid '10
was an excellent songwriter, and
Nick Terelle '10 was great to jam to.
Those guys, along with the band formerly known as Coffee were always
really fun.
As for the fans, I really appreciate
their support. I appreciate those that
made' an effort to listen my music
and I really appreciate those that
still do. Especially in the future, I'll
certainly still need their support in
trying to make this work.

Noor gives presentation
about the"Djinn"

Wooster Street Style
One of our photographers spotted Tom Loughead '10 in the arch
on a brisk fall afternoon. Tom was nice enought to ansxver our questions, concerning his classic, timeless, casual

Right now, CFE is on hiatus. Two
guys in CFE are still enrolled in college, and their schedules are not as
flexible. It's not like there was a big
falling out, we just had availability
issues. ES hasn't played a show since
2006, and the lead guitarist moved.
That one's officially broken up.

apparel

You have such a
look, but it still sort of
appears effortless. How much time do you spend planning
what you'll wear?
put-toget-

her

really don't put a lot of time or thought into what I wear on
I dress formally for s
ial invasions it takes some forethought to maintain that hint of nonchaI

n

a daily basis. However, when

lance. I don't want to look like

I

care too much.

What is your favorite article of clothing?
I have a seersucker jacket that I really like but rarely wear. I've
considered crashing summer weddings and country club functions just to have more opxrtunitics to wear it.

The Halloween festivities continued into t;,j
student organization "Noor" gave a culture! p .
the Supernatural in Islam in Babcock Lourc 1
night presentation included discussion on the Z't
1,1
in the West as the genie), an ancient Muslim L
d
spirits. The presents;
chevious and
overview of the Djiin's presence in Islam. Fc i
Alladin's Eatery was provided (Photo by Andrew Co!

Who taught you to press your sl.irts? I've never seen a
v i '..,1,'e on anything you've ever worn.

i

I taught myself to iron out of necessity. It all started when I
had to get ready for a middle school dance while my parents
were out with my brother and sister. It was either learn to iron
needless to say the stakes were
or look slightly disheveled

'10 c; : ,3 cr;:p end
for
the fall day (Photos by
ready
Maureen Si!!).

Tc:n Lct

:

.

::;

J
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free-wille-

very high. It was a proverbial baptism by fire.

Columbus Symphony show highlights Ben Folds' musicality
Jonah Comstock
Editor in Chief
I've been a fan of Ben Folds ever
since I talked my reluctant brother
into spending our. Target gift card (a
birthday present) on a copy of
"Whatever and Ever, Amen." As the

years have gone by I've let myself
miss chance after chance to see his
live show, despite hearing that it is a
unique experience. So when I had
the chance to rectify this situation
last Wednesday, I jumped at the
chance to see Ben Folds with the
Columbus Symphony at Veteran's
Memorial Hall.
The concert started strong with
The Ohio State University Leading
Tones, a male a cappella group, serving as the opening act. This was the
perfect, classy opening act for such a
formal concert setting. The Leading
Tones are one of the 13 collegiate a

cappella groups featured on Ben's
new "University A Cappella" hits
album, and they definitely made hesitant fans reconsider buying the album
I know I left with a copy.
But the concert really, began when
Maestro Albert-GeorSchram and
Columbus'
the
Symphony took
the stage and
began the impressive
extended
symphonic introduction to "Zak
and Sara." It wasn't until a few seconds of high energy instrumental
had passed that Folds ran out on
stage, hitting the piano just in time to
start the piano intra fans recognized.
For me this was symbolic of the way
the whole concert integrated the
orchestra and Folds so seamlessly.
The Symphony was not just playwhole notes
ing thrown-togethge

er

under his hits, but rather
orchestrations which exploited the
full potential of the orchestra (and
choir) to bring new life to parts of
Folds' repertoire.
The effect was
impressive. The chemistry between
Folds and Schram was obvious and
Id s a r in n g .
Despite his huge
popularity, Fold's
stage presence is
not intimidating;
full-blo-

--

1

1

yet-to-- be

indeed lie seemed

almost nervous at
times.
At one point, when a fan
a Ben
yelled out "Rock this
Folds concert tradition, he stopped
his introduction and said with all sincerity "Stop, you're going to embarrass me in front of. my fancy band,"
eliciting some laughs from the
orchestra.
intro
From that
onward, the concert was a whirlwind

BV

high-ener-

gy

of songs from all over
The concert
Folds' music career.
included a number of songs from
1997's "Whatever and Ever Amen,"
which were some of the best orches"Smoke" and the unexpecttrations
ed choice "One Angry Dwarf and 200
Solemn Faces," but also "Cologne" and
"Effington," two songs from Ids
newest album "Way to Normal." He
even did one song off his
released Nicholas Hornby collaboration, a depressing but upbeat song
called "Picture Window." I would have
liked to see a song or two from "Ben
Folds Five" and more from "The
Unauthorized Biography of Reinhold
Messner," but that's the problem with
Ben Folds; he has too many songs to
play all the good ones at one show. As
it is every selection lie played with the
orchestra was a good song made better by the energetic accompaniment of
the Columbus Symphony.

tour-de-for- ce

wn

.

When the show felt short after the
orchestra was finished, the fans rose
With
and demanded an encore.
impressive dedication, Folds didn't
just play one more song. Sending
the orchestra home, he remained on
stage and played five more songs for
his fans by himself at the piano.
This coda felt like an extra concert
in and of itself, featuring missed
favorites like "Army" and bringing
the kind of impromptu, interactive
energy that Ben's live shows are
famous for, that couldn't quite be
accomplished with the
orchestra numbers.
Ben Folds is not just a rocker, he is
a musician, one might go as far as to
He introduced
say a music dork.
Ellington with an anecdote about the
Lydian mode, So it is absolutely fitting that Folds should excel in conhe's
cert with "serious musicians"
always been one of their number.
.

pre-rehear-

sed

-
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This Autumn in Cinema: Choice Reviews

!3Ui!WHini:fr

The film industry has cranked out a number of worthy titles this fall,
gearing us up for the holiday movie season. Here is a small sampling of Auditions:
Mary Queen of
what's playing; catch a few if you get the chance!

Lee McKinstry
A&E Editor
It was the Friday before Halloween,
and I found myself squished into a
theater seat, clutching my
roommate's hand with a grip that proceeded to turn her fingers blue.
Scooting down in our seats, we watched
with our free hands clasped over our
mouths as something very wrong happened on the flickering big screen.
There in my chair at Wooster
Cinemark 10, I witnessed one of the
scariest events to ever happen on film. I
saw ... a sheet move.
Yes, the subtle shuffling of someone's
high-back-

ed

'

bed linens made me squeal like I was
back in elementary school, and that
effect is what characterizes the genius
of "Paranormal Activity." In a
movie that explores a cliched
theme, what makes things go bump in
the night?, I felt more genuine dread
90-min-

ute

than I had experienced in a
terror show. And I loved every second
of it.
Absent from this film are the buckets
of fake organs, clinically indifferent torture devices, and maniacal serial killers
that have characterized so many of the
et
studios' recent Halloween
movie offerings, giving the genre that
boasts such works of horrific bloodlust
as the Saw franchise and "Hostel" the
trendy nickname "torture porn." How
quaint. For me, watching these kinds of
big-bud- get

three years, are troubled by strange
occurrences in their new house. Micah
decides to set up a camera to capture
be it neighwhatever action he can
borhood pranksters or something
more sinister. That's it. The audience
watches as the nightly events begin to
seem less like the rustling of wind and
more like the movement of some sort
creature.
of, well, "paranormal"
Tensions rise with each nighttime
shot of the couple's bed room, and the
effect is devastating for the nerves.
There is an inherent sense of dread at
work in this film which makes it easy
to understand while a little movie
made for $1 1,000 has grown from an
underground phenomenon to a movie
that got its stars on the cover of
Entertainment Weekly. So many times
with this amount of hype, people's
expectations are somehow not met. I
can honestly say that this film delivered on every bit of the excitement
the previews promised.
In fact, this is the only movie I
have ever been to where I actually
screamed in the theater (as did half
the people around me). The strange
thing was I didn't see any primordial
monster or gory murder. I saw the
shifting of sheets. I saw a shadow
move across a door. I saw the wind
blow someone's hair. And I still
haven't stopped shaking.

U iMIJle-

delivering commandments and a story
on two tablets (pizza boxes) like a contemporary Moses. He realizes he can
lie to help himself, his friends, cheat at
the casino and eventually win over the
affection of his failed date, Anna. The
movie looks at life from an interesting

-

Madelyn Halstead
Features Editor
The "Invention of Lying" staring
Ricky Gervais and Jennifer Garner
proves a delightful comedy with a
romantic twist. The world in which the
characters live in is similar to ours with
only one major difference: no one can
lie. Gervais plays Mark Bellison, who
struggles with women, his weight and
an inadequate job as a historical film
maker. He is frequently insulted by his
completely honest coworkers, his mom
and his dates. After his luck with date
Anna McDoogles fails and Mark loses
his job, he finds himself down and out
as well as broke. In an attempt to pay
what he can of his rent he goes to the
bank to make a withdrawal. When the
teller asks him how much he has in his

account, inner turmoil strikes and
he lies.
Mark does the unthinkable
As the plot continues Mark's lying
becomes somewhat sensational. When

-

his mom becomes ill, he creates an elaborate lie about a "Man in the Sky."
People go crazy camping out on his
lawn demanding more information.
Mark fulfills his follower's expectations

point of view, and brings up a valid
point: often people think about how
great the world would be if there was
no lying but for Mark Bellison the
inability proves dismal. As the movie
progresses it becomes Mark's underlying task to find the perfect balance
between lying and the truth.

.

"Lying" provides an adequate sense
of humor but still ropes in the roman-

tic aspect to entice the hopeless
romantics in the audience. As every
movie is, 'The Invention of Lying" is
filled with life lessons to be gathered.
Mark's experience with lying helps to
shape his character and establish
morals. In addition those around him
grow as well. Overall, the film is
engineered to appeal to all audiences
as it proves. This light and airy comedy is a perfect fit for movie-goe- rs
looking for something not too serious
but wish to walk away feeling they
gained something morally beneficial.
"The Invention of Lying" is a new
spin on your average romantic comedy and proved a worthwhile trip to
the theater.

ml.

cap-pel-

logue on Thursday.
On Friday there will be a dance audition so students should wear clothing
they can easily move in. They will also
do more group work as needed. If you
have any questions or concerns please
direct them to Amanda Barker (stage
manager) at abarkerlOwooster.edu.
Students interested in Assistant
Stage Managing or being a Production

Assistant please contact Jody Tidwell at
jtidwellwooster.edu or visit her in the

n

Monday, Nov. 9 and Tuesday, Nov. 10,
with call backs.on Thursday, Nov. 12.

Those interested should prepare a
contemporary monologue no longer
than a minute in length.

Seeking an Arts
Career in NYC?

scare-induc- er,

haunted house.

Wild-Thing-

wmjc-a.sht-

'10,
Alex
Dollinger
'10 and Allison
Wadleigh '10 will be holding auditions for the performance requirement of their independent studies on

and Peli uses
powerful
few effects and a whole lot of suggestive lighting to tell his audience that
something is very wrong with his

"Where the Wild Things Are" tells
the story of Maurice Sendak's popular
children's book by the same title. The
movie takes the message of the book a
step further exploring Max's feelings
of rejection and his subsequent rebellion against society.
One cannot help but have empathy
for Max, whose father we believe has
died and whose sister, Claire, treats
him with disrespect. Max's rebellious
phase is characteristic of anxiety
over social change as the events are
sparked by his mother beginning to
date other men.
Max metaphorically journeys to the
land of the Wild Things where he
encounters facets of his own character
in a land that he is to rule. It is only
appropriate that the first Wild Thing
we first encounter is Carol voiced by
James Gandolfini. Gandolfini's character rebels against the society in which
he lives because he is not content with
the dissolution of his friendship with
his monster friend CW voiced by
Lauren Ambrose. We are probably to
understand this as the tension in the
relationship between Max and his sis'
ter Claire.
Wanting to bring order back to the
s,
world of the
Carol is
willing to place Max in the position
of king. In turn, Max instructs the
Wild Things to create a fortress that
seems similar to the snow fort that
was destroyed by Claire's friends at
the beginning of the movie. Max
becomes self centered believing that
the fortress is only for him and not

http:www.glasgowguide.co.ukwmjc
la
This will be sung a
monoand performed with your

Marten

keeps audiences coming back for more.
But instead of ratcheting up the gore
ante, like so many directors before him
have, Oren Peli takes his audience back
to basics. The imagination is the most

Voice Staff

okay, but you can find more examples at

Paolino-Gibso-

m

Alexander Lans

also encouraged to read the script and
may be asked to perform your monologue using an English accent.
Students should also prepare about
16 bars of a Celtic ballad like "The
Water is Wide." Songs like 'Auld Lang
Syne" or "Amazing Grace" are also

Theater Majors
Hold Auditions for
IS Productions

films never produced fear so much as
blatant disgust. I don't really want to
know how far the human arm can twist,
and the only thing such an image will
probably scare me away from is the dinner I was going to eat after the show.
Seeing so many special effects has left
enthusiast anesmany a horror-filthetized to that fun dose of terror that

fi:ilzr&ViiH

Auditions will take place
Thursday and Friday Dec. 3 and 4 in
Schoolroy. Students should be aware
that they are expected to attend both
days of auditions. If this is a problem
please contact the stage manager.
Those interested will need to prepare
a two minute monologue that displays
heightened language (like Shakespeare)
and a noble type character. Students are

scene shop.

high-budg-

"Paranormal Activity" has a fairly
Katie
plotline.
simple
(Katie
Featherston) and Micah (Micah Sloat),
a couple who have been together for

Scots Got Her Head
Chopped Off

Illustration by Gillian Daniels.
the entirety of the Wild Things population.
As Max begins to exclude members
of the population he finds the Wild
Things turning against him. At the
end of the film Carol has even decided
to turn against Max who promises
harmony amongst the Wild Things.
Max turns to the wise CW in the end
seeking guidance as he feels that he
has ruined the lives of the Wild
Things. Maybe CW is in a dual role,
not representing the relationship
between Max and his sister, but the
relationship between Max and his
mother.

In the end, it becomes a coming of
age story as Max tries to rectify his
wrongs against Carol and show that
he is willing to be more inclusive of
the needs of others. Max's internal
conflict is. ultimately solved by his
departure from the Wild Things,
when Carol comes running after him
for a touching goodbye.
Spike Jonze has done an excellent
job bringing Maurice Sendak's book
to life. The excellent cast which
includes Gandolfini, Catherine O'Hara
and Forrest Whitaker brought character to what could have been empty
suits with actors.
The set that Jonze chose to portray is beautiful, offering a special
dynamic to the story as it explores
the versatile arrangements of life.
Max Young, who plays Max in this
film, was a good choice as people of
all ages could sympathize with the
something that was very
actor
important for this role.
I would recommend paying full
price for this movie, as so many
movies today are at best mediocre in a
profit-drive- n
film industry. Hopefully,
this movie is just the first gem in this
holiday season's promising lineup of
.

reworked family classics.

right, Twinkie. After an impressive

Peter Zummo of the GLCA
NYArts Program will attend the
fair on Nov. 16 to provide
information about the exciting
internship opportunities with
professional NYC artists. Wooster
students can be a part of exciting
experiences in theater, journalism,
film, art, dance and music. Students
can get feet wet in NYC before they
dive into a professional career in the
Kim Tritt
arts. Questions?

Just in time for the Halloween sea"Zombieland," good
son scare-fes- t,
readers, is a perfect combination of
both comedy and horror. As someone who enjoys a good scary movie
or comedy once in a while, the film
exhibits some of the best qualities
from both genres, which, once combined, make a delicious Reeses'
Peanut Butter Cup of a movie. (Oh,
you got your funny movie in my
zombie flick! You got your zombie
flick in my comedy!)
The film starts off with Columbus
(Jesse Eisenberg), a youthful college
student from Texas, "narrating the
state of the world after the outbreak
of a highly infectious zombie disease. After an unfortunate , run-i- n
with an infected dorm resident,
Columbus decides to head on back to
Columbus,, Ohio to see if his parents
are still alive. It should be said that
as a character, Columbus is in the
running to win the Most Unlikely
Hero of the Century award. While
scrawny and jittery, Columbus survives Zombieland through his Rules
which literally pop up as the movie
progresses.
In his wandering, Columbus evenwith
crosses
paths
tually
Tallahassee (Woody Harrelson),
who ends up being the epitome of a
lone ranger in this zombie-fille- d
apocolypse. While Columbus is driven to find his remaining relatives,
Tallahassee is a man on a mission. A
mission. Kill
simple, cream-fille- d
zombies and find a Twinkie. That's

Interested in writing a movie, book, album or theater and dance review? Contact Lee McKinstry (lmckinstryl3xvooster.edu)

us

off-camp-

us

display of redneck zombie smashing
in a grocery store, the unlikely duo
come across Wichita (Emma Stone)
and Little Rock (Abigail Breslin) and ktrittwooster.edu
in a series of unfortunate events,
become targets for the ladies'
unorthodox, albeit impressive means
of survival. After several more
encounters with the female con
artists, the four characters join
together, trying to. increase their
chances of survival amid the ravenous hordes in Zombieland.
"Zombieland" is another cinematic
Violinist Lin He will perform with
success in the recent line of zom-co- m the Wooster Symphony Orchestra
movies, influenced primarily by
Saturday and Sunday Nov. 7 and 8 in
cult classics, such as "Army of Gault Music Hall. Lin He was a visit-n- g
Darkness" and "Shaun of the Dead."
professor of violin and the conThough a little on the graphic certmaster of WSO for the 2003-20school year. He will perforin
side, (The opening credits are pretty
Mozart's Fourth Violin Concerto in
intense), the movie makes up with
stunning camera work and clever D Minor. Tickets are free for stuuse of typography throughout to dents, faculty and staff, and $5 for the
reinforce. Columbus' Rules of living
general public. Saturday's concert
in Zombieland. One of the perks of begins at 8:15 p.m. Sunday's will
the movie is the lengthClocking in
begin at 4 p.m.
at 81 minutes, the movie is long
enough to be enjoyable, but just
Reports compiled by Marten Dollinger.
short enough to not hurt your butt.
be
He
. contacted
can
at
Impressive camera angles and
MDollingerIOwooster.edu
make-u- p
are not the only reason this
movie became a blockbuster. At
heart, the movie is a genre buster. A
romantic subplot between Wichita
and Columbus? I think so! Violence
that only a zombie flick could do justice to? Yes indeed! A surprise
cameo? You can bet your Milk Duds
on it..
Overall, the film is an impressive
and refreshing combination of comedy, action, horror and even a little
v;. !;!..:.
romance. Touching and traumatiz-- -ing at the same time, if you get the
chance, I highly suggest the movie
"Zombieland."
E-m-

Odin Tangvald
Voice Staff

off-camp-

or Marten Dollinger (mdollingerlOwooster.edu.)

ail

Former WSO
Concertmaster Lin
He Performs with
Wooster Symphony

.
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Basketball to honor Corey Cline in Kent State game

15

20-w-

rr

3--

7--

V1
Volleyball looks to rally in this weekend's NCAC tournament.
The Scots are the third seed (Photo by Charlie Fanelli).'
but this time fell short, losing 3.
The third set remained close as well
and featured lead changes from both
25-2-

Ultimately,
Riley gave the
Terriers a good final kick, smashing the
final kill that careened into Hiram's
teams.

tch

back court. In thd, end,

--

!

'

i a

.

25-1-7,

simultaneously

15-1- 0)

snatching a second place conference finish from the Scots as well. The Scots
will look to settle the score tonight.
Saturday's match marked the final
home game for KateLynn Riley '10 and
Sarah Lorch '10. The Scots played
extremely well in the regular season
finale. The team had not lost an NCAC
contest in almost a month, and the
team's improvement showed on the
court. While the Scots had been
stymied by the Terriers earlier in the
season, the team came out firing on all
cylinders to start the game.
In the first set, the Scots trailed 20-1-2,
but they closed out the rally on a 15-- 5
5.
Riley
run to win the first
showed early on that she had come to
play on Senior Day. Riley tallied seven
kills in the first set, hitting lasers all
the Hiram defenders
over the court
would have had better luck returning
rt
with an
something from
expired warranty. Only parents
attempting to pay Wooster's
tuition bill would have seen
anything more intimidating than the
rocket shots from Riley's right arm.
In addition to Riley's seven kills,
Melissa Morgan '13 and Kelley Johnson
'13 continued their sensational first-ye- ar
play, notching 12 and eight digs,
respectively, in the first set. The Scots
also fell behind in the second set and
nearly came away with another rally,
27-2-

Wal-Ma-

ever-increasi-

ng

inejkX,ois,

Scots have suffered all year. The team
played exceptionally during the entire
game, but Hiram still found a way to
win it when it mattered. "We were so
close," said setter Lizzi Beal "12. "We
played so well and still came up short."
For better or worse, the saga between
the Scots and Terriers isn't over. The
Scots were able to beat the Terriers in
the early part of the 2008 season, but

i

u

;

.

;

I

I

1

it

tal-

this season. The Scots are capable of
beating Hiram. Optimistic fans would
say the team is as due as its coaching staff
head coach Sarah Davis and assistant
coach Angie Bos are both expecting. The
Scots played well enough to win last
Saturday, but the game slipped away.
Tonight, the Scots will hope to play just
as well and in the process catch a few
more lucky bounces.

rd

Taylor Trout '12 intercepted Gator
touchdown
pass, which led to a
reception for Jordan Mclntyre ' 3 three
blew a 21-- 7 lead against conference
plays later. This was Mclntyre's third
rival Allegheny College to fall 24-touchdown of his rookie season.
this past Saturday. The match-u- p feaTrout wasn't finished, and scored
in
who
control
of
were
with
six seconds left in the half on a
tured two teams
birth,
for
a
postseason
their destiny
punt return, giving the Scots a
with either squad needing to win out in comfortable 21-- 7 lead at half time.
order to claim a piece of the North The punt return was the first of
Coast Athletic Conference crown. This Trout's career, and just the second of
loss mathematically eliminates the the season for Wooster.
Scots from the ,NCAC title, and the
The third quarter was very similar to
streak
a
since
playoffs, continuing
the second, with the exception of an
Wooster went undefeated in the 2004 Allegheny field goal with six minutes
season.
left in the quarter to bring the game to
Between the first and third
After a scoreless first quarter, the
0.
Gators struck first, scoring on a TJ. quarters, this field goal accounted for
Salopek run three minutes into the the only drive that did not end in a punt
quarter. The Scots fired back, with for the Gators.
55-ya- rd

21-1-

1

;

;

P JY: With the two conference
losses happening on the road:
' i;.t Denison and
a
Wittenberg
11
!vcrv-how important was
t! e home field advantage
""
tournament?
i .' e conference
t benefits will being at
,i; ie have?
' .P I: I Iome field advantage is one
lot our oig iroais at tne neginnincot
leury season, it is reany important
1.
we don't have to travel.
i
r
anil we nave our nome lans to sup- t us. Ye are in our own comfort
one at home on the turf.

1

"V

ented as Hiram, they simply haven't been
able to get it going against the Terriers

21

!

yr

ii

1

1
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ever-prese- nt

7).

63-ya- rd

Joe k

l'.ur years at the College?

'

15-1- 5)

a
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22-9-

To quote Dennis Green, "We let 'em
off the hook!"
The Fighting Scots football team

NCAC

'

Cameron Daniels '12 scoring on a
pass from Austin Holter "10.
With two minutes left in the half,

Sports Editor

t

,

NCAC, 21-- 9 overall) will take on
).
the No. 2 seeded Terriers (14-- 2,
In the tournament's other match-u-p,
No. 4 Allegheny College (9-will play tournament host Wittenberg

51-ya-

the'

at docs

j

1

i

Looking forward to the
ful NCAC Championship
.o on Saturday and the possi-"'- V
of a second straight NCAA
i'iient birth, what does tins
i need to Uo to make sure it
i
:t fall short of expectations
utial?
;
'.;
We need to make sure we
n't walk into any game thinking

P.'Y:
"! i

;m

t

i

t

i

The soccer seniors were all smiles after a season that
exceeded expectations (Photo by Sam VanFleet).

Defensive letdown ends postseason hopes
Chris Weston

'(.

-

cushion to finish out the game and
I: Coming into the season the 1
end Wooster's season.
of
the team and I really want- rest
Though it is disappointing to see a
;ed
the fourth consecutive
to
get
winteam that started with a historic
because
championship
legacy
make
the tournaning streak not
hockey.
a
field
means
Wooster
lot
to
ment, the ladies can still hold their
Every year we talk about the tradi
heads high knowing they ended with
tion and the significance 'of our;
an overall winning record. Michele
on those who have come before
play
"13
was one of many notable
Ring
us.
is a field hockey tradiWinning
players this season recording 53
and
tion,
the NCAC champibeing
saves in her debut, ranking among
is
we strive for every
on
something
feat
the league's best, a staggering
fourth regular
the
Getting
year.
a
rookie. Paige Piper '13 and
for
row
a
in
season
title
means a lot to
Koechli
'10 ended the season
Chantal
four
the
but also to
seniors
only
not
five
and
with goal tallies of
four
because
of
the
it is
the
rest
players
Koechli,
an
respectively.
of
success.
legacy
our
,
tied
Bri
with
force on the squad,
Fulmer '12 for assists, both recordMY: How does the fact that
ing a total of four.
last
year was the team's first
the
said
about
Much has been
NCAC
tournament title and first
would
youth of this squad but it
NCAA
appearance since 2001
did
record
it
not have the winning
this
keep
team hungry and
its
without the solid leadership. of
focused
on
not
settling at this
old guard. Four Scot seniors were
in
season?
the
point
led out by the pipers on Saturday
KM: Even though ldst year was
Britta'Harman '10, Simone
first trip to the NCAAs, we
our
'10
Koechli
DiSalvo '10, Chantal
jhould have been there,
snew.we,
whom
all
of
and Nora Simon '10
dHforj,'iFUia'Hy.
making it fast yearn
'vitally
the
- were
important to
us
and
to
proved
past iteammutes
Now
this
season.
team's successes
who
missed
that
that
opportunity
leaders
are leaving it
that these
belonged.
made
us
we
want
to
It
the
be
will
up to the youth of
make
much
harder
work
that
to
left
where
squad to pick up
they
sure we man t let ourselves down
off. They have shown they have the
at the end of the season. Making it
succeed.
The team's
talent to
hack to the NCAA tournament
looks
future
bright if the team can
has
been a goal of ours .since before
level
of play it
sustain the high
Ewe
came back to campus this
even
displayed at times this season. The
because
we know we are that
Jvear
be
team's challenge continues to
lone;
as
as we don't let!
talented
consistency.
ourselves down.
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Springfield, Ohio for the NCAC
Tournament. The No; 3 seeded Scots

Universty
While the Scots look every bit as
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or,
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MMson

have since dropped three straight to the
Terriers, including last year's, NCAC
Tournament match.
Tonight, both teams will travel to
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25-2-

5,
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winning ;nc
fourth and final sets to lock up second
place in the conference.
The loss was one of the toughest the
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The beginning of the fourth quarter
was very telling of how the Scots were
going to play out the rest of the game,
with Russ Palm 'l 1 missing a
field goal, which would have put the
This
Scots up by two touchdowns.
his
than
attempt was eight yards longer
44-ya- rd

season best.

the

On the very next possession
Gators came out firing, with Salopek
bomb to Jake Vite
completing a
to bring Allegheny to the Wooster,
three-yarline.
Two plays later
d
48-ya- rd

Salopek would once again hook up with
Vite for the score. After the extra point,
the Scots' lead had shrunk to 7.
On the following Wooster possession,
Robert Flagg '12 fumbled the ball for
21-1-

the only turnover of the game at the
Scots
line. Salopek then earned
his keep by completing all four of his
passes for 40 yards, with two runs for
the remaining eight tagged on at the
48-ya- rd

already won. We know
uiicsn't work as we saw against
1)' uison early in the season. We need
t

finished the game completing 27 of 43
passes for 312 yards, with one passing
touchdown and two rushing.
With just under five minutes remaining, the Scots had one last shot to put
the game out of reach. Over the next
three and a half minutes, the Scots con-

to

u-'v- e

t

U

dri'stand that every second
s beiause nothing is guaran-I- I
id iiir four of us it could be
t came of our career Every
aid he niv last second, and
rest ot the team unii' !. At the end of ymr tune
ai von finally reali.e what
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until they were held up
line with one minute
at the
clock. Palm attemptthe
on
remaining
ed another field goal, this time from 38
yards, which ended up hooking to the
right, sealing the victory for the

fottrth-and-si-

,

,

end of the drive for the touchdown, giving the Gators the lead 24-- 2 1. Salopek

verted three first downs, including
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Gators.
The Scots look to finish out the last
two games of the season on a high
note, with the last regular season game
of the season coming this Saturday at
John P. Papp Stadium against Oberlin
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NCAC win
Cruising on a
streak, the Wooster volleyball team
gave Hiram College all it could handle
last Friday. While the Scots mounted a
1
set lead
me lerners on
leaa over the
Halloween, Hiram regrouped and came
3,
back to win in five sets (25-2- 7,

-1

v
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Andrew Vogel
Editor in Chief
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The Wooster women's soccer team
suffered a disappointing end to their
season on Saturday at the hands of
the Denison University Big Red, as
the Scots were forced to hang up
their cleats with a 1 defeat.
The Fighting Scots went into their
last game against a tought opponent.
Denison, currently at the top of the
NCAC standings (15-2-- 2,
NCAC) were the heavy favorites
against Wooster, who ended in sev4,
enth place
NCAC).
the
being underdogs,
Despite
Fighting Scots played well against
Denison, recording an equal number
of shots with a final tally of 10
apiece. Though the teams seemed
evenly matched statistically, Denison
made their chances count.
Denison opened the scoring in the
24th minute, scoring on a breakaway
they would later tack on two other
goals at the 52nd and 61st minutes of
play. The Scots .fpughtioiaVcId; being
shufout in the season nate. ? Matt'
1 1 scored on a header just seven minutes after Denison's third goal, salvaging some pride in a season in
which Mott lead the team with eight
goals. Mott was assisted by a cross
from Kelsey Peters '12, a regular feature in the Scot's defense and a threat
going forward who scored four goals
of her own in 2009. The comeback
attempt was unsuccessful though, as
the Big Red hung onto their two-go- al
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Scots ready for rematch Soccer drops season finale
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State University Golden Flashes.
While this is not the first occasion
Wooster has faced off against a Div. I
program, the match-u- p
will be historic. For the first time ever, a Div. I
program will be coming to Timken
Gymnasium.
The exhibition game pits two of the
winningest basketball programs in
Ohio regardless of division, and for a
very worthy cause.
All proceeds from the game will go
to the Corey John Cline Foundation.
Corey Cline was the.
ld
son of Wooster assistant coach Doug
Cline, who died in a tragic accident
last year. The fund was set up by the

Editor
V.:

--

season

::

basketball

.--

The Wooster

kicks off with a bang tomorrow night,
as the Fighting Scots take on the Kent

be charged $6 for this very good cause.
Both teams have high expectations for
Community
County
Wayne
this upcoming season. The Scots are
Foundation, and will fund charitable Cline said To have an opportunity
like this to honor Corey, it means so coming off of a 23--7 last year which
acts for children.
"We itremendously appreciate this much ... Corey lived a short life, but a saw the Scots reach the Div. Ill NCAA
outstanding gesture by Kent State good life. This is going to help kids tournament for the 14th time in 15
fifth
NCAC
years, and
their
head coach Geno Ford and his staff in our community who aren't as, foras
was."
tunate
Tournament championship.
Corey
to play at Wooster. It's almost unheard
. Ford is also honored to be involved.
The Kent State Golden Flashes are
of for a Div. I team to go on the road
said
Ford
Us
off of a 19-for
is
to
a
"the
coming
season which
way
game
and play at Div. Ill, or for that matter,
saw
tribute
them
family
Div.
pay
to
Cline
the
reach
last
Scots'
the
quarterfinals
said
II,"
Corey,
even
the Fighting
head coach, Steve Moore. This will be and the extended Wooster community. season in the MAC tournament. Two
the first time a team of this magnitude We are honored to be part of the game years ago, they reached the NCAA
has come to play at the Wooster, and and look forward to having a positive tournament.
Tickets will be on sale from noon to
impact with everyone involved."
in fact it's amazing that this matchup
1 p.m. and 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. on Friday in
As for the matchup itself, it should be
is even taking place. For a Div. Ill
a good one. The Fighting Scots have
the Wooster Physical Education
team to play a Div. I team a NCAA
the winningest record of the 2000s in Center. Doors and tickets sales will
waiver is required and was granted
open and begin at 5 p.m. on Saturday.
this past Friday. Regular admission the NCAA with a .850 winning percentprice will be charged, $6 for adults and age, and come into the 2009-1- 0 season Tipoff is scheduled for 7 p.m.
ranked No. 9 by the D3hoops.com pre$4 for children. College of Wooster
All quotes in this story are courtesy of
season poll. Kent State was one of just
students, who usually have free admisthe Wooster athletics Web site and the Kent
sion during the regular season, will be seven Div. I teams to record 10 consec7.
in
seasons from
State athletics Web site.
charged $ 1 and the facultystaff will utive
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Ben Christ
Voice Staff
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Field hockey advances to NCAC championship match
son in both goals and points, while
Montgomery has put forth the best sea-

Kenyon College. The Scots were led, as
usual, by Brittany Montgomery '10 and
Amanda Artman '10 as they rolled over
Kenyon College in a stellar 1 victory
on Senior Day. This performance was
no surprise given the success both these

day for field hockey
on Saturday as the College of Wooster
Fighting Scots clinched the top seed for

It was a beautiful

son of her collegiate carrer.

the NCAC Championship with an

Championship with the Wittenberg
University, this victory secured a No. l
seed for the Scots going into to the
NCAC Tournament This seeding gives

ladies have had over the course of the
season. Artman lead the NCAC this sea- -

impressive victory over conference rival

the conference

Despite sharing

5--

I
1

advantage will play a major role in how
the Scots fair during the upcoming

ing her into eighth place on the College
of Wooster's top 10 scoring list. This
goal marked the first hat trick of her
impressive career. All of this offensive
power overwhelmed Kenyon College as
Wooster clinched the NCAC
Co-Champion-

ship.

This week marks the beginning of
the NCAC tournament with the semifinals taking place on Wednesday, as
the Scots continued this season's sucDenison University
cess over the 1
Scots
Red.
split the season
The
Big
series with Denison this year, defeating
them 4 at home but losing to them in
a closely contested 2 match when
they visited Granville, back in
1-

Montgomery, as she would soon crack
Wooster's top 10 scoring list. These
two goals put the Scots up 1 as the
game went in to halftime. The lead
would only grow throughout the rest of
the game as the Scots pulled away for

.

i

3--

1

September.
On Wednesday, the Scots braved the
adverse weather conditions to secure a
4--2
victory over the Big Red. After
the Scots took over,
falling behind

good after the intermission.
In the second half the Scots added to
the lead when Artman weaved past
three defenders to score the goal that
set the new record for career points at
the Wooster. Artman's career total is

with nine goals on the season, including two
hockey
Laura German '13 leads
against Denison University in the NCAC semifinal game (Photo by Sateesh Venkatesh).
first-yea- rs

The rivalry between Wittenberg
University and The College of
Wooster is as old as it is intense
and nothing brings out school spirit
like a rivalry game. An idea from the
Wittenberg Office of Communication
and Alumni Relations, quickly supported by Wooster's Alumni Office,
seeks to take the spirit and energy
from the stands and put it on the
.YouTube,
employing
Internet,
Facebook and even Twitter.
The Mascot Faceoff (www.mascot-faceoff.cois a Web site where
Wooster and Wittenberg students,
staff, alumni, parents and friends can
vote, once per day, for either the
Wooster .. Fighting Scot or the
Wittenberg Tiger. "
m)

The centerpiece of the Web site is an
embedded YouTube video which features
the two mascots getting out of bed,

backs.

working out at their respective schools,
and heading to Wittenberg's Edwards-Maur- er
Field for the big showdown. The
voting will conclude Nov. 14, just in time
football
for the

Swim team makes splash
The women, who started the season
with consecutive wins, were paced by

Matt Yannie
Sports Editor

two notable

The men's and women's swimming
and diving teams started the 2009-201- 0
season this past weekend with a sweep
of Mount Union College. The men
earned the win with a dominating 172-9- 4
performance and the women
outswam the Purple Raiders by a mar-

gin of
The men followed their victory over
loss
Mount Union up with a
(165-13to rival Wittenberg University
The team was led by Logan
LaBerge '10 and Eric Babbitt '10 who
turned in impressive efforts in the Friday
148-11- 8.

hard-foug-

ht

5).

win and in a losing effort on Saturday.
LaBerge was the victor in the 100 and
200 yard backstrokes, as well as the 200
individual medley against the Tigers.
Babbitt won the 500 yard freestyle and
200 butterfly against the Purple Raiders,
and the 100 freestyle and 100 yard butterfly againt Wittenberg.

first-ye-

Wooster-Wittenbe-

performances

ar

from Claire Walsh '13 and Caroline
Hansen '13. Walsh led the way against
Mount Union with victories in the 50
and 100 yard freestyle races. Hansen
performed

rg

game, hosted at Wittenberg. The results
of the voting will be announced during
halftime.
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"Wooster jumped out to a really
early lead," said Hopkins. "We were
strong at the gate, but they've been
chipping away at the lead3 "
Hopkins' and Ciriego's advice? Vote
early, vote often.
"Vote every day on any computer
you go to," said Ciriego.
Hopkins agreed. "Repeated voting is
going to be key in the home stretch."

ng

Don't have a clue who's going to
win the big game? Every week,
sports nuts Matthew Yannie,
Andrew Vogel, Chris Weston and
Jason Weingardt will pick the
week' biggest football games, both
college and pro. Some will be on the
mark, others probably not so much.
We'll track their, progress every
week with season standings. Think
they've picked the wrong teams?
Feel free to let them know what you

funny."
M
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Editor in Chief

If all goes well, the alumni offices of
the two schools are entertaining the
possibility of repeating the promotion
for basketball season, or producing a
sequel to the video in a future football
season. In the meantime, who will win
the faceoff, and the associated bragging rights, is still very much up in the

"The w.hole idea is to see how the
viral video does," said Development
Assistant Carolyn Ciriego '08, the
main Wooster contact for the project,
"to reach out to as many alumni, parents, family, et cetera as possible."
"It's a fun idea," said John Hopkins,
associate vice president for college
relations & marketing, "another angle
rivalry between
on the
the two schools."
The companions to the Web site are
the Mascot Faceoff Facebook group,
which had 1,870 fans from the two
schools at press time, and Twitter
accounts for the two mascots.
In addition, the Wittenberg Web
design team that manages the Web
site is uploading short videos of
Wooster and Wittenberg people
encouraging their school to, vote.
Videos featuring Brandon Jacobs '11
and Wittenberg's Erin Slattery, as
well as Dean of Students Kurt
Holmes and his Wittenberg counterpart Sarah Kelly have already been
uploaded, and three more sets of
videos are forthcoming, featuring
alumni personnel, the football coaches
and finally the College presidents.
According to Ciriego, "President
Cornwell did a nice job. His is really
I

All-Confere- nce

stadium.

campaign.

Jonah Comstock

and Yarmosky at 41st overall in the
competition.
The men's team also surpassed
expectations, finishing seventh out of
the 10 NCAC teams. Rik Workman
'10 led the way for the Scots with a
23rd place finish, followed closely by
the 26th place finish of Terry
Workman '10. These individual performances finished just shy of conference honors, but were the best
times for the men whose other scorers Jeff Lyman' 10, Kevin DeGroot
'13 and Ethan Rudowsky '12 finished
41st, 61st and 62nd overall.
The Scots will run next on Nov. 14
in the Div. Ill Great Lakes Regional
Championships where the competition will be steeper and the harriers
will hope to have the wind at their

The women's cross country team
finished fifth out of nine teams at the
NCAC Championship meet, finishing
two spots ahead of their projected
seventh place finish.
The women harriers not only managed to finish ahead of four conference teams, they also landed three
nods. Sarah Appleton
'12 and Colleen O'Neil '13 earned
second team honors with 13th and
14th place finishes respectively. Erin
Plews-Oga- n
'13 finished 17th overall
at the meet, good for honorable mention in the conference. Chelsea
Fisher '11 and Jess Yarmosky '11
rounded out the scoring for the
women with Fisher finishing 38th

l-- O,

Fightin' Scot seeks to slay Ezry the Tiger

Harriers outpace
NCAC expectations
Matt Yannie
Sports Editor

I

!l

.

against the Purple

yard freestyle
Raiders.

.

The Scot swimmers will be back in the
pool tomorrow when they travel to Ohio
Northern University for a 1 p.m. meet
against the Polar Bears. Last season, the
while
women were victorious (170-12the men suffered defeat ( 66--1 28).
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New Mexico at
Utah .(All)
(C) Oregon St. at J0 Cal (M,A,J)
(M.C.J) FSU at Clemson (A)
1

(M,A,C)

24 OU at Nebraska (J)

NFL Games
Sunday, Nov.
1

The Sports section is looking to expand their
sports on campus.
coverage on

CO

9 LSU at 3 Bama (A,C,J).
OSU at 1 PSU (A,C!)
(M,C) Army at Air Force (AJ)

(M)
(M)

8
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Help the Voice Cover Your Event
vi

3 Pitt (All),
Syracuse at
Virginia at 17 Miami (All)
(J) Purdue at Mich (M,A,C)
(M,A) S. Carolina at Arkansas (CJ)
Navy at Ui'i Notre Dame (All)
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Jason:
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Over the past six head to head meetings, the men's squad is 2 against the
Tigers, with Wittenberg winning the
past two meetings. This is the first victory for the Scot women in the past six

Golf
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at

Standings (Last week's results)

8)

(5-0)(8-- 0)

Wabash
3. ) Allegheny
4. )Woo- t5. ) Kenyon

sports

well in the Scots victory

with a 1000
over the Tigers (152-14yard victory last Saturday after winning the 100 yard breast stroke and 500

Football
2. )

all

voicesportswooster.edu.

1

(5-1K7-
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think

NCAC Fall Standings
1. )WittCTibn

,

getting two goals from Lauren German
'13 and one from both Montgomery
and Artman. The win catapults
Wooster into an NCAC championship
match-u- p
against No. 3 seed Ohio
Wesleyan University on Saturday at 5
p.m. under the lights at the John P. Papp

185 points, breaking the previous
record of 184 points set by Cindy
"Runnette in 1982. This achievement
caps off a stunning career for Artman,
who has scored 28 goals in her senior

..

all field

-7

5--

2--

..
.

f

-

-

t

-

goal was not the
This record-settin- g
end of the Scots' offense, however, as
Montgomery scored her third goal
midway through the second half, push-

tournament.
The Scots managed to secure the victory despite an early Kenyon goal, as
Claire Chapman scored on a penalty
corner early in the first half. Soon after,
the Scots began an offensive onslaught
that Kenyon could only watch as
Montgomery scored two goals in under,
four minuets. These goals marked the
beginning of an incredible day for

T

.

the Scots home field advantage, which is
very significant given that the Scots did
not lose a home match in conference
play all season. Without a doubt this

myannielOwooster.edu or
cwestonlOwooster.edu

Washington at Atlanta (All)
(M,C) Arizona at Chicago (A,.!)
(M,AJ) Baltimore at Cincinnati (C)
(M) Houston at Indianapolis (A,C,J)
Miami at New England (All)
(All) (ireen Hay at Tampa Hay
(M,C) KCat.!aiksonville(A,J)
Carolina at New Oilcans (All)

Detroit at Seattle (All)
o (,,(",.l)
(M)Tcnn. at San l .nn
(M.C) San Diego at NYG (A,I)
(CJ) Dallas at Philadelphia (M,A)
i--

Mike Haggerty
Voice Staff
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Nov. 9

(M,A) Pitt .lm.;Ji at Demer (VJ)

